Digest #40

THE newsmaker of the week is TechRaising! Hear from a variety of voices about the TechRaising experience, below.

And just when you thought it couldn't get any better, along comes a great interview with Guy Kawasaki in anticipation of his May 7 local talk. Also below.

Thank you to NEW sponsors!

- Berger Lewis Accountancy Corporation
- ANB Insurance Services
- PredPol

Thank you to sponsors who have agreed to renew!

- UC Santa Cruz
- City of Santa Cruz Economic Development
- South Swell Ventures
- ProductOps

See more on our sponsors page.

Sara Isenberg, Publisher
Santa Cruz Tech Beat
http://santacruztechbeat.com

Local TECH jobs? Click here!

Want your headline banner here?

http://archive.constantcontact.com/fs182/1102136716634/archive/1117187451203.html
Feature Articles:

- TechRaising 2014: 48 Hours of Innovation, Ambition, and Collaboration. Read more...

- Touching Gold -- an interview with Guy Kawasaki. Read more...

- Baskin School of Engineering Dean Art Ramirez steps down, returns to research. Read more...

- Velvetwire opens online store with energy saving mobile charger. Read more...

- Cruzio’s Master Plan for broadband expansion in Santa Cruz County. Read more...

Upcoming Events:

- See ALL upcoming event details here...

Other News:
• Voices from TechRaising 2014:
  • Civinomics: A Warm Fuzzy Feeling in the Heart of Santa Cruz. Read more...
  • Team Caffeine: How I Got High on Caffeine at TechRaising Read more...
  • Odden Creative Media: The Buzz is Palpable. Read more...
  • The Faces of TechRaising: photos by Darren Odden. View now...
  • SC Sentinel: TechRaising conference draws record attendance of startup developers. Read more...

• Broadband:
  • Is FCC chair Wheeler dumb enough to think we're that dumb? Read more...
  • Up to Speed -- Newly approved state funding means better broadband infrastructure for Santa Cruz County. Read more...
  • Central California fiber network about to go fully operational. Read more...
  • Google offers a better benchmark for Santa Cruz broadband policy. Read more...

• New UC Santa Cruz program pairs alumni mentors with engineering undergraduates. Read more...
• Looker brief business intelligence tutorial shows how intuitive it is for business users to manipulate, analyze, and organize data in Looker. **Watch now...**

• CBS SF airs segment on how Santa Cruz wants to offer non-commute options for tech community. **Watch now...**

• It may not be tech but it's GARLIC, and it is part of our extended local economy... How Silicon Valley's 70-million-pound-a-year garlic godfather survived a trade war. **Read more...**

---
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